Party Fun With Photo Paper Dolls
(NAPSA)—Kids love to dress
up and let their imaginations run
wild. If you have a digital camera,
a color printer and some 8 1/2” x
11” photo paper, your house can
become party central and look like
a palace fit for a princess, a runway with beautiful models or any
place that your kids can imagine.
Creating costumes with their
own faces will be a sure hit, especially for girls between the ages of
6 and 13. Costuming possibilities
are limitless. Your kids can
become rock stars, dancers, mermaids or angels…they can be anyone they dream up!
Here is how it works. After
each guest arrives, have pose in a
bathing suit, leotard, tank top and
shorts, or summer PJs. Take a
portrait picture (vertical orientation), so you have a full body shot
that fills the length of the frame.
Make sure you have a good shot—
one both the photographer and
model like.
Then, let the party continue.
While kids are having fun, you
can print out their pictures on
large sheets of Fujifilm Premium
Plus photo paper. Make two or
three prints of each picture so
that each girl can have double or
triple the fashion fun. Have plenty
of materials ready for creating the
costumes—scissors, glue, colored
paper, fabric scraps, metallic
markers, glitter paint, ribbon,
lace, ribbon roses, star sequins,
beads, feathers, etc.
Paper Dolls
1. Carefully cut out the full
body for your paper doll.
2. To make patterns for clothing and accessories, place paper
doll on plain paper and trace
around. Lightly sketch clothing

With a digital camera and photo
paper, paper dolls can be a fun
part of any party.
and accessories on top of this outline. When satisfied with designs,
darken the lines and cut along
outlines for each separate article.
3. Place each pattern on fabric
or colored paper. Trace around
and cut out. Glue to paper doll.
4. Embellish clothing and
accessories with arts and crafts
materials. Apply glue to small
areas with a toothpick.
Other great “photo ops” include
invitations, scrapbooks and party
favors. In addition, you can teach
the birthday girl and her guests
how to operate your digital camera, and let them pose and compose, shoot and reshoot. No
wasted film, since you’ll simply
keep the best shots. Print out the
best ones or e-mail them along
with the birthday girl’s thank-you
notes.
With a digital camera and some
imagination, your doll of a daughter will look back on this party
with grins, glee and gratitude.
Tip: To cater this party idea for
boys, give it a theme they’ll enjoy,
such as pirates or monsters. Boys
will dive into transforming their
photo portraits into the latest
action heroes or sports stars.

How To Remember Names Like A Pro
(NAPSA)—Men with diabetes
who experience mood issues, sexual problems or low energy could
be suffering from low testosterone
(low T)—a common medical condition. For information about
symptoms and treatment, visit
www.mytestosterone.com.
HealthSaver now offers members discounts to more than 1,500
fitness clubs nationwide, including select Bally Total Fitness,
Gold’s Gym and Ladies Workout
Express. In addition the health
care discount service offers discounts on prescriptions, vision
care and complementary and
alternative health care treatments. For more information,
visit www.healthsaver.com.

A handful of walnuts daily can
help reduce your risk of heart disease by lowering “bad” LDL cholesterol, reducing inflammation
and improving arterial function;
as well as aiding with insulin
resistance for patients with Type
2 diabetes. Visit www.walnuts.org
for recipes and information.

(NAPSA)—The importance of
remembering someone’s name
when you meet him or her can be
critical, especially in the increasingly competitive world of business. Remembering a person’s
name will make you come across
as more professional and credible,
and make the person you meet
feel good—and as a result, they
may be more receptive to your
thoughts and ideas.
BJ Schreuder, general manager of the Marriott Druids Glen
Hotel & Country Club, offers several tips on how he remembers
names and makes guests feel
welcome. The key, he says, is in
four easy steps everyone can
implement, whether at an important business meeting or when
meeting someone on the golf
course:
1. The power of three. When
you are first introduced to someone new, repeat his or her name
aloud in conversation. After a
minute or so, repeat his or her
name again in your head with the
name of the company, and then
once more in conversation.
2. The facial files. If possible,
write down the person’s name
three times while picturing the
person’s face. Do this as soon as
possible after your initial meeting. This will create a visual
imprint of the person in your
memory. Feel free to exaggerate a
bit in your head. The more colorful the memory of someone, the
easier it will be to remember his
or her name.
3. Relax. In social and business situations, we tend to stress
about giving a good handshake or
what to say next. Focus on relax-

Making a lasting impression by
remembering someone’s name is
a skill that’s good for business
and social encounters.
ing and really listening to the
person.
4. Practice, rehearse and
have fun. Remembering names
can be difficult, but continual practice really does help to sharpen
these skills. Always train yourself
on the combination of the name,
face, company and where you met
your contact last or for the first
time. In addition, keep contacts’
business cards organized in folders
or Rolodexes. In a quiet moment
during the day, start with A and go
through the cards, seeing if you can
put names and faces together—
then add their company names.
So the next time you’re engaged
in a business foursome at Druids
Glen or Druids Heath—the awardcaliber courses at Marriott Druids
Glen Hotel & Country Club in
Dublin—or just want to work on
your stroke amid the stunning
scenery of the Wicklow Mountains,
professionalism really can be the
name of the game. For more information or to make reservations,
visit www.marriott.com.

Secrets Of Success For Entrepreneurs
And Small Businesses
How To Eliminate Lawn Stress Without Stress
(NAPSA)—If your lawn is looking stressed, there’s no need for
you to feel stressed, too.
Keeping a few maintenance
tips in mind—such as mower deck
height, watering and fertilizing—
can make lawn care easier and
more effective.
Mower deck adjustment.
Adjusting the height of the mower
deck can enhance stress tolerance
put on the blades of grass.
Experts at John Deere recommend their one-third rule for
mowing. Only the top one-third of
the blade of grass should be cut.
This will reduce the chances of
lawn burning.
Thirsty lawns need water.
Signs of dehydration include curling grass blades and a bluish-green
color. Another sign is footprinting—if you can see your footprints
in the grass, your grass is thirsty.
Most lawns need about an inch of
water per week. If you are unsure
of how long to water, put a mark
one inch from the bottom of several
plastic containers and spread
around the watering zone. Clock
the time it takes to reach the oneinch mark and water for that
length of time in the future.
Dealing with drought. No
one likes the effects of drought on
a lawn. First, follow any water
restrictions in your area. If grass
is still growing into the drought,
mow on the high side to encourage
the roots to go deeper. Lengthen
the time between irrigations but
water thoroughly and efficiently,
wasting no water on runoff. Do

***
Money is better than poverty, if
only for financial reasons.
—Woody Allen
***

***
One must choose, in life,
between making money and
spending it. There’s no time to
do both.
—Edouard Bourdet
***
When fertilizing your lawn, be
sure the lawn is getting enough
water to avoid burning it.
not water for just a short amount
of time a few times a week. This
invites weeds to grow. During
severe water shortages, let your
lawn go dormant. Your lawn can
actually survive a few months of
no water and will recover quickly
once rain returns.
Fertilizer, yea or nay? Fertilizer can help revitalize a stressed
lawn as long as it has enough
water. If you irrigate or if it’s a
rainy summer, the grass will be
encouraged to grow. The more the
grass grows, the more it eats and
the more food you have to keep on
hand. So whenever a lawn is
growing steadily, keep it well fed.
If you fertilize during a dry season, you strengthen the chances of
burning your lawn.
For more information on lawn
maintenance, visit www.john
deere.com.

***
Money is to my social existence
what health is to my body.
—Mason Cooley
***

***
If you can count your money,
you don’t have a billion dollars.
—John Paul Getty
***
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(NAPSA)—Picture this: The
phone’s ringing off-the-hook, the
copy machine’s jammed, the
server is down, the delivery person needs a signature for the
package, the trash can is full,
there’s no toilet paper in the bathroom and a client is stopping by
the office in a few minutes.
Sound hectic? Well maybe, but
to any small business owner, this
could be a ‘typical’ day. A recent
survey conducted by Harris Interactive for Network Solutions
found that 71-percent of Americans have dreamed of starting
their own business. So perhaps,
this is the lifestyle of the future.
What is the appeal of starting
your own business? According to
veteran entrepreneur and smallbusiness expert Jeff Zbar, author
of “Your Profitable Home Business
Made E-Z,” “being a small-business owner means you’re the boss.
You’ll work long hours, but you’ll
also call the shots.”
It is not easy to achieve success
in an increasingly competitive
business environment. “Mom-andpop” companies are slowly losing
their foothold to bigger businesses.
In the United States, one million
new businesses are launched and
roughly the same number of businesses fail each year. Zbar partnered with Network Solutions to
offer several suggestions to help
your small business become one of
the success stories, including:
Do what you know. The most
successful small businesses usually result from people finding a
niche in an industry they already
know—or turning a hobby into a
career.

Head online. In order to be
found, you have to be online. In a
recent survey, 58-percent of small
businesses said the Internet has
helped their business grow or
expand.
Find the right online solution.
Internet solutions providers like
Network Solutions offer a one-stop
shop for just about everything a
small business needs to create an
impressive online presence, from
e-mail accounts to marketing tips
to Web site design. With a small
business, your work hours will
most likely be sporadic. That’s
another reason to consider an
Internet solutions provider that
offers around-the-clock customer
service.
“Since we focus on the small
business owner and employees,
we are available 24-hours a day
to help them establish their company on the Web,” says Network
Solution’s Chairman and CEO
Champ Mitchell. “We invest a lot
of time to help our customers
find the tools they need, so they
can invest their time on what’s
really important—growing their
business.”
Not tech savvy? No need to
fret. Whether helping novice
Internet users understand the
basics or delivering the tools
that let experienced customers
tackle complex programming
and design issues, Network
Solutions is an ideal partner for
any small business.
To check out small business
success tips from Jeff Zbar, visit:
www.jeffstips.com. For more information about Internet solutions,
visit: www.networksolutions.com.

